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Part One


	-------------------------------
	|						|
	|	Reality is always weird	|
	|						|
	-------------------------------

I.  INTRODUCTION

	Hunkered down in decaying limestone, sitting over an expended oil field, and overlooking 
a large silted in lake, Wichita Falls State Hospital is an amazing building, an ancient relic from a 
place and season time forgot.

	With a little vision, this structure enveloped by mesquite trees is one of the best modern era 
horror settings ever devised.

II.  HISTORY AS IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN

	In the oil boom of the 1910s, the era celebrated by the black and white movie classic 
Boomtown (a real movie about a real suburb of Wichita Falls), Wichita Falls State Hospital was built 
under some sort of inspiration.

	Expecting modern technology to triumph over every ill of the mind and in preparation of 
becoming the third major urban center of Texas, the facility was massively overbuilt of imported 
brick.

	Thirty-seven three story buildings (with full basements, sub-basements and garrets for six 
stories each) were constructed, each to serve a particular need or reason.

	All of the buildings were connected by full height tunnels radiating from a central heating 
plant that was oil fueled from rigs sitting just off the premises.  The rigs faced the largest regional 
funeral home of the times.

	The tunnels entered into each sub-basement and the heat was intended to rise by atmospheric 
induction and air-to-air interchange (yes, superheated air was the low pressure medium of heat 
transfer).
 	The system did not work, necessitating a complete overhaul of things after five years of failed 
attempts.

	In addition, the system never rose to capacity.  For administrative reasons all of the buildings were kept but the third floors and Garrets were all closed.  The basements were never used and were 
sealed off when the elevators were added.

	The heating system was changed to coal when the oil ran out, then to natural gas and then 
replaced with an electrical system.

	With limestone caves, lake Wichita, a near-by funeral home, a miniature slum across the road 
from the access (less than four acres of slum type houses) and otherwise sitting in a demented forest 
of mutated appearing mesquite, Wichita Falls State Hospital grew into something destined for 
role-playing opportunities.

III.  USE

	Imagine a series of old buildings, large trees and vacant garrets.  One need never touch the 
ground to traverse the entire mental health facility.

	Think about two levels of man-made tunnels, the basements, the empty oil field and the 
limestone caves.

	Also, the S.A.R.P. and related units treat drug, simsense, BTL chip and alcohol addictions.  


	Above, below and inbetween, almost anything can happen, almost anything can be located 
in this setting.  For any insane horror of any kind, this is the perfect location.


PART TWO

I.  INTRODUCTION

	In the desert outside of Lancaster, California, numerous arms bunkers have been found by 
cattlemen and the FBI.  No one knows how many more exist.

	In the mountains outside of Medford, Oregon, numerous bunkers belong to drug dealers and 
survivalists.
 	It seems that right now, all over the United States, there are loads of bunkers, hidden weapons 
and similar things.

	In addition, player-characters may wish to build bunkers, prospectors may find them, and 
other areas may well be sites were bunkers may be found or daring role-playing may need a bunker.


II.  HISTORY AS IT SHOULD HAVE BEEN

	Alan Parsons should have joined up with Parsons Technologies.  The two of them could have gone into the business of mass produced bunkers.

	Even without something so ludicrous, it is well possible, or should have happened, that 
bunkers exist near where your player-characters are.

	C'mon.  Medford, Oregon?!  Lancaster and Mojave, California.  Up the coast from Juno, 
Alaska?!  If hidden bunkers have been found there, any place a GM may choose is no less likely.

III.  USE

	A standard bunker design is attached.  Any corporation, drug ring, group of renegades or 
insane millionaire can build one.

	In the simplest form a small valley floor is leveled.  A large corrugated steel pipe is placed 
down the middle of the cleared area.  Containers from container trucks are laid out along the pipe.  
Openings to each container are cut.

	Dirt is then bulldozed over the entire affair.

	It is fast (can be put together in less than a day).

	Almost as fast, quonset huts or dome structures are assembled.  

	Faster, a plastic bubble is made from a rectangle of plastic sheeting and a fan.  (The sheeting 
is laid down.  The edges are buried.  The fan is attached to a hole and blows air in).  A light coat of 
foam or acrylic or epoxy is sprayed on.  

 	Over this fast cement is sprayed.  Regular cement goes over that.  A light coat of dirt finishes 
the project, with more dirt later.

	The basic methods are almost beyond number.  Some result in dirt floors, some are 
preassembled, some are very irregular, without any straight lines or corners, etc.  

	They go up anywhere.

	The best have forced air, internal power supplies, food, arms and water, with complete sewer 
disposal.  The worst are sealed caves, useful only for hiding under the ground and requiring canned 
air and supplies for more than brief visits.  Of these later, some are toxic from the chemicals used 
in their construction and the lack of air flow.

	Consider all of these factors next time the characters build, find or penetrate a bunker 
complex.

